
TerraVest Industries inc. is a diversified industrial corporation
that manufacturer and sells goods and services in the energy,
agricultural, mining and transportation industries.

TerraVest focuses on acquiring and operating leading
corporations, that benefit from financial and operational
support from the corporation. TerraVest Industries Inc. is listed
on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
(stock symbol : TVK).

UP FOR THE CHALLENGE?
Please send us an application letter and your resume today !

ema i l : rh@granbyindustries.com

Procurement Director
YOURMANDATE

Reporting to the VP of Procurement, the position requires collaboration with the Purchasing Managers of the
various businesses, within the TerraVest group. Your mandate is to meet the various performance measures
of the group companies, in relations to costs, on-time deliveries, quality, and the organisation of purchasing
tasks. The Procurement Director will oversee a functional link with the heads of all Purchasing Departments.

THE CHALLENGE
 Negotiation of important contracts ;
 Establish standard performance measures for each

business within the group ;
 Follow-up on the established performance objectives

in order to ensure that these are met ;
 Consolidate shipping among all TerraVest group

divisions ;
 Provide a consulting service to the group’s Business

Executives to guarantee proper management of the
Purchasing departments ;

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES

 Bachelor in Logistics, Operations Management,
Procurement or Business Administration ;

 Ten (10) years of related experience in the field of
procurement and logistics ;

 Experienced usage of online tools for ground
transportation management ;

 Excellent comprehension of logistics and transportation
principles ;

 Proficiency with Microsoft Office Suite;
 Bilingual (french and english), written and spoken ;
 Fluent understanding of the steel industry ;

WHAT WE’RE OFFEREING
 Rapidly growing business, in great finance standing;
 Dynamic and stimulating workplace environment;
 Competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits package;


 Elaborate procedures and standardize purchasing

tasks in order to meet growing production needs
and the organization’s strategic objectives ;

 Optimize purchasing costs through the
standardization of the group’s businesses’ needs ;

 Research and select the best suppliers worldwide ;
 Develop constructive and collaborative work

relationships between all TerraVest plants ;
 Support the VP of Procurement in various

mandates according to your abilities ;

 Superior negotiating skills ;
 Leadership, strong management capabilities and

communication skills ;
 Strong organizational abilities ;
 Aptitude for analytical and synthetical thinking ;
 Team player ;
 Autonomous ;
 Ability to organize and coordinate multiple matters

and projects simultaneously ;
 Understanding of business ERPs (SAP and business

One) are an asset ;
 Available for international travel ;

JOIN OUR TEAM

TERRAVEST
INDUSTRIES
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